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ABSTRACT

This report briefly describes the processes and methods involved in the construction
and installation of formwork . It is produced based on the experience of the past four months
stationed at the project site . . This report is divided into sections and begins with the
background and the background of the construction project. Observed that the construction
formwork is not as easy as it looks . It involves many parties and the construction of a very
complex process . In this report , describe the types and major components of formwork .
Then described in more detail about the methods involved and used in construction formwork
including construction, mounted with shaped plywood box , followed by finishing work such
as tie formwork with steel that looks neat . Formwork during the construction process is
underway , a number of problems associated with the method of construction is the lack of
assembly tools such as reinforcement bar , shortages, delays in installation and so on . Finally,
the report is to describe in more detail the process and the practical construction of formwork
for the reader.
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